STUDENT EVALUATIONS

RUNJING LU

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (TEACHING ASSISTANT)
Quarter
Spring 2019
Winter 2019
Spring 2018
Winter 2018

% Students Recommended
87%
85%
90%
89%

Link to Evaluations
Evaluation
Evaluation
Evaluation
Evaluation

Selected student comments:
• She has a decent understanding of the class materials, so I regretted for not reaching out to her
earlier. She was open to share her college experience and career choice, and those helped me
rethink my academic and career goals. I was grateful to meet such a delightful, approachable,
and wise TA.
• She was potentially the best TA I have ever had. Her instruction was clear, error-free, precise,
and enlightening. The examples she used were relevant and made it very easy to comprehend
the material. The slides she prepared for her review sessions were SO helpful. Her instruction
style was awesome. I am a very big fan of her teaching!!!!!!!! She should definitely pursue it
as a career.
• Her exam review impressed me a lot, as in some aspect, her explanation is even better than that
of the professor. Her teaching style is very efficient while being able to link multiple aspects
of the course materials together. Recommend her to other professors. If it is possible, I would
attend her discussion, exam review, etc.
• She was well prepared for every discussion section and review section, and very helpful for
understanding course materials. It was easy to interact with her and she boosted my
performance throughout the course.
•

This class has no discussion sections, but she puts in a lot of work during review sessions, so I
am thankful for all of her work!

•

She held review sessions prior to exams which really helps. She also made great power points
that explain the concept much better.

MICROECONOMICS I (TEACHING ASSISTANT)
Quarter
Fall 2016
Spring 2017

% Student Recommended
100%
67%

Link to Evaluations
Evaluation
Evaluation

Selected student comments:
• Ms. Lu was an awesome teaching assistant. She really cared about helping us understand the
material. Her lectures were very well structured and addressed/clarified the material reviewed
in class with the professor. I thank her for her dedication and hard work in helping us with
Econ 100A. Would definitely recommend her to fellow student and to the staff.
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One of the most helpful TAs/Teachers I have ever had! She is extremely well-prepared and
organized during discussion times and breaks down the course them engaging, understandable,
and easy to follow. I would without a doubt recommend her to other students! material in such
a clear and concise manner which allows me to understand conceptually and intuitively. I have
gained a deeper understanding of the material simply by attending the discussion sections as
she makes them engaging, understandable, and easy to follow. I would without a doubt
recommend her to other students!

•

She was an amazing TA and complemented perfectly the class. Every single doubt I had, she
was able to explain it to me, when it was impossible for me to understand it from the class.

•

She does a great job in discussion and is able to clearly explain the concepts and materials,
which were not clearly explained in lectures. Her discussion sections helped a lot for my
understanding of the class.

•

Runjing Lu was great, she went out of her way to help us understand the tough and complicated
problems.

MICROECONOMICS II (TEACHING ASSISTANT)
Quarter
Summer 2019
Winter 2016

% Student Recommended
100%
96%

Link to Evaluations
Evaluation
Evaluation

Selected student comments:
• Discussion of intuition was very helpful. Explanations of concepts made attending discussion
sections worthwhile. Pacing of explanations was just about right. Clearly very passionate about
teaching students.
• I usually don't participate in evaluating TAs unless she/he was absolutely horrible or good.
This TA was one of the most passionate TA I have ever seen.
• Runjing was an amazing TA for 100B. I loved the structure to her discussion sections and the
fact that she was always prepared. Furthermore, she took the time to really ask for student input,
which really shows that she cares about her students.
•

She has great command of the material and really breaks things down, which makes really
complicated concepts really easy to understand. Also, it's a major plus point that she's
passionate about teaching and really cares about her students level of understanding of the
material.

•

Runjing was a great TA. She put in her best efforts to help students understand the material.
She always made students feel welcomed to ask her any questions.
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OTHER COURSES (TEACHING ASSISTANT)：
Course
Economics and Business Forecasting
Microeconomics III
Econometrics I

Quarter
Spring 2016
Winter 2017
Fall 2015

% Student Recommended
100%
85%
73%

Evaluation
Evaluation
Evaluation
Evaluation

